


ABOUT US
The 360KPI is a company that is focused on the development of business 

applications for the Market of construction companies. Integrating 

available data in a single platform, allowing the follow-up of KPI’s in a 

simple and direct way.



READYMIX
APPLICATION

The ReadyMix Application is a specific 

application for ready mix concrete 

companies, where the inputs of data, 

through integration with ERP, 

Biometric System, Gas Station System  

and GPS Data are consolidated in a 

single platform, allowing a broad 

vision of the entire logistic operation 

of the company.



HOME SCREEN

1: Total cycle time (Load + in route + discharge). 

2: Number of daily trips of each transit mixer. 

3: Total daily trips of fleet. 
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HOME SCREEN

4: Total delivered concrete in m³. 

5: Daily delivered volume per driver. 

6:  Average and actual values.

7: Number of clients served daily. 
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8: Plant Idling time per mixer. 

9: Plant idling time per trip. 

10: Delivery outside the pre 

defined area. 

HOME SCREEN
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OPERATIONAL PAINEL

1: Available Mixers on site. 

2: Production data received through 
the ERP integration. 

3: Customer Delivery Data. 

4: This mixer is reading to the client at 
8km/h and is at 5.2 km always from 
the site. 
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5: Distance between client site and 
company site is 9.5 km. 

6: The Mixer BT192 is discharging in 
pump HBC 3. 

7: Click here for live map and entire 
mixer route. 
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OPERATIONAL PAINEL



DELIVERY MAP

The HEAT MAP
features the biggest 
concentration of 
deliveries.
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DATA ANALISYS
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1: Grouped by: mixers, plants, 
clients or drivers.

2: Resumed data per group 
with de main KPI’s.

3: Detailed data per trip with 
entire trip data .



DELIVERY 
REPORTS

Easy view chart of customer 

delivery timeline.



1: Plant idling.
Mixer engine on inside 
the company plant.
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DRIVERS
TRIPS

2: Deliveries
Blue: Going
Yellow: At customer site
Blue: returing

3: Registration of stating 
and final  driver shift 
through biometric system 
integration

Easy view chart of drivers 

daily timeline.



IDLE REPORT

Analysis of idling 

time for all mixers 

with chart option.

1: Click here to see a detailed chart for each 
mixer
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FUEL ANALYSIS
Detailed fuel 

analysis per plant, 

truck an filling.

Featuring average 

consumption per 

hour, kilometer and 

cubic metter.



Customer 
APP



This system transmit 

bigger security to clients 

showing real time all 

deliveries as well as the 

route of each mixer on the 

map. 

The customer can track his 

order and previous 

purchases with all time 

data and route.



DRIVER 
APP



Developed to grant drivers 

real time monitoring of 

their trips and goals. 

Through gamification 

algorithms drivers can 

challenge each other in a 

fun and exciting way. 




